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If manufacturers of professional and task-re-

lated vehicle equipment want to be more 

successful, they must provide their custo-

mers with individual solutions that are quick 

and in line with their requirements and bud-

get. This can only be achieved - especially in 

times of digitization - with the aid of powerful 

software. Learn more about the challenges 

that leading vendors are facing and how they 

are being solved with the P'X Sales Solution 

from Perspectix. 

If you want to buy a new car, you can individu-

alize your desired model on the Internet. But 

when it comes to selecting a special, professio-

nal or industry-specific interior design for the 

hold, consultants are in demand. On the one 

hand, various safety regulations, the total 

weight and optimum weight distribution in the 

vehicle as well as occupational safety require-

ments must be observed. On the other hand, 

manufacturers want to combine standard mo-

dules and individual components into a soluti-

on that is as economical as possible but still 

meets all individual requirements.

Competent advice is in demand

With an Internet configurator that does not re-

quire expert advice, it is certainly difficult for 

the layperson to find the cheapest, most suita-

ble option. That is why SORTIMO International 

GmbH in Zusmarshausen, Germany, a globally 

active manufacturer of vehicle equipment ba-

sed on aluminium frames, offers an innovative 

service. Interested parties can arrange consul-

tation appointments with a planning specialist 

at headquarters or at the branch offices. During 

the meeting, they can watch how the interior 

fittings are created on the computer and their 

requirements are fulfilled step by step. The ex-

pert also handles the operation of a product 

configurator with several thousand compo-

The fast way to individual vehicle  
equipment

nents. The company had already introduced 

this in 2003 - together with the modular pro-

duct generation "Globelyst". The programme is 

based on aluminium frameworks according to a 

fixed grid, which can be flexibly adapted to the 

vehicle interiors of vans and station wagons. All 

other modules such as trays, drawers, boxes 

and cases can be combined in any combination 

within the grid. Since then, all components 

have only been configured, sold and even as-

sembled with the P'X Sales Solution from Per-

spectix.

Inspire with vivid 3D visualization

The Configure Price Quote (CPQ) solution was 

equipped with lightweight CAD models that 

can be controlled via parameter entries during 

configuration. The entire product logic is cont-

ained in a comprehensive set of rules that only 

allows technically permissible variants to be 

created. True to original colours and textures 

convey a realistic impression and make it easier 

for the viewer to make a decision. The consul-

tant first selects the desired vehicle interior 

from his library on his computer - in the right 

version, for example with a high roof, long 

wheelbase and sliding door on the right. The 

walls can be switched on, off or transparent; 

roller shutters allow a view of the compart-

ments; drawers can be opened and show a de-

tailed interior. This type of customer consultati-

on saves time, effectively involves customers in 

finding solutions and therefore quickly leads to 

identification with the common result.

Convincing with price and performance

The stored set of rules ensures that the techno-

logy is also correct: the weight of the selected 

components is totaled in the background so 

that the permissible payload is not exceeded. 

Accompanying price calculations facilitate 

budget compliance and even support a decision 

between standard and individual components: 

If a box is pulled out of a standard case during a 

configuration, which is managed as a complete 

article under its own order number, the P'X Sa-

les Solution breaks down all components into 

individual articles and takes their individual 

prices into account. If you add the box again 

with the mouse, the cheaper complete article 

will be listed. 

If the functionality, price and weight of the en-

tire configuration meet the customer's require-

ments, a quotation with detailed drawings and 

3D views can be issued immediately.

Background calculations

ALUCA's vehicle equipment from Rosengarten 

near Schwäbisch Hall also has a modular struc-

ture. Since May 2013, the P'X Sales Solution 

supports the manufacturer in configuration, 

project planning and price calculation. Depen-

ding on the vehicle type and customer require-

ments, numerous components such as shelf 

trays, drawer and cabinet elements can be 

combined with each other. This results in mobi-

le storage and workshop solutions for light and 

medium commercial vehicles in various indust-

ries. The correct design of certain products is 

based on complex technical calculations. These 

are used, for example, to ensure collision-free 

operation, minimum distances, maximum 

The P'X Sales Solution ensures efficient, precisely 
fitting and immediately verifiable configurations of 
vehicle interiors at SORTIMO. 



weight load and compliance with safety regula-

tions or transport guidelines and can be auto-

mated by the P'X Sales Solution. The products 

defined in the configurator automatically gene-

rate their material BOM and a cost overview. All 

inserted modules contain correct information, 

which is added up hierarchically to complete 

lists across the project structure. Thus the 

costs, but also weight and volume are calcula-

ted. Non-graphically planned items such as ser-

vices, special items or parts provided can be 

dragged from a hierarchically structured pro-

duct catalog into the BOM using the cursor. The 

continuous operation ensures that all compo-

nents can be procured, manufactured, deliver-

ed and assembled smoothly.

Low planning effort for variants

Sometimes customers want to plan another ve-

hicle model, change the planning basis in a se-

cond meeting or need the same equipment for 

different vehicle models anyway. This was re-

ported by the manufacturer bott in Gaildorf. 

Bott supplies a wide range of different craft bu-

sinesses equipping small and medium-sized 

vehicle fleets - but also industrial customers 

with large fleets and many different vehicles. 

With the P'X Sales Solution, these wishes can 

be fulfilled during the planning phase without 

great effort. The construction depth of each 

project can be adjusted. The wheelbase as well 

as the vehicle height or other characteristics 

can be easily changed. Even external compo-

nents, such as a loading crane, can be included 

in the representation as a geometry model. This 

gives the customer a realistic overall impressi-

on and makes a reliable investment decision. 

An automatic creation of the floor or the possi-

bility of being able to assign different compo-

nent variants with different properties ensure 

fast and error-free planning. Thanks to this au-

tomation and the diverse selection of images 

for the offers, a considerable efficiency gain 

was generated.

Integration in ERP and CRM

A flawless connection to the Customer Relati-

onship Management (CRM) system ensures a 

fast, simple, unified quotation process: This is 

how new projects are started in the CRM sys-

tem. Finally, the configuration results flow back 

and are output with quotation drawing, parts 

list and pre-assembly plan. This automated 

quotation generation speeds up processes con-

siderably. When the customer places an order, 

all data is transferred to the SAP ERP system via 

an interface. Through these integrations, the 

company saves double data storage and gains 

continuous processes.

Pre-assembly and production also benefit from 

the CPQ solution. The system generates its 

own, more detailed assembly lines, which lead 

to fewer queries and higher fault tolerance in 

the final assembly on site.

Maintenance at bott headquarters

Product innovations, functional enhancements 

as well as organizational and commercial chan-

ges require a continuous optimization process 

for the P'X Sales Solution. bott can carry out 

this work independently and without depen-

dence on the provider. However, if new versions 

are installed or additional functions are requi-

red, the company can rely on Perspectix. The 

new features are regularly tested on an internal 

server and, if successful, transferred to a pro-

duction server. With the release every user 

receives a message about the availability of the 

new version. Thanks to this central maintenan-

ce of the P'X Sales Solution at the Gaildorf 

headquarters, changes to around 15,000 ar-

ticles, new vehicle models and commercial de-

tails can be implemented worldwide with little 

effort and in a short time.

Perspectix AG in Zurich implements sophi-
sticated software solutions for technical 
sales and distribution and retail design.  
Since its creation in 1996, the company has 
been continuously evolving into a cutting 
edge solution provider for the distribution 
and development of multi-variant products. 
Users of the P'X Sales Solution benefit from 
the company’s experiences in complemen-
tary electrical engineering, furnishing, sto-
re building, warehouse and logistics  
systems. With the P'X Store Solution users 
get a customized solution for store plan-
ning, product range configuration and 
branch evaluation. Due to the combination 
of sales optimization, graphical project 
planning and Product Lifecycle Manage-
ment in future-oriented technology, today 
Perspectix is a strategic supplier to well-
known manufacturers and chain stores as 
well the partner of leading IT companies. 

About Perspectix

„Especially in times of digitization, companies rely on Perspectix to crea-
te continuous processes that lead to higher sales worldwide with effi-
cient and sales-promoting means. 

Digitization of entire processes

These three examples show how leading sup-

pliers of vehicle equipment meet their challen-

ges flexibly and in a customer-friendly manner. 

Especially in times of digitization, companies 

rely on Perspectix to create continuous proces-

ses that lead to higher sales worldwide with 

efficient and sales-promoting means.

The CPQ solution supports the entire process from 
the collection of the requirements to the definition 
of the solution and the output of the necessary 
documents

Quotations and part lists for bott's vehicle and ope-
rating equipment are created quickly and easily with 
the Perspectix solution.


